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FINAL
Government of India

Department of Telecommunication
Telecommunication Engineering Centre

FA Division
Gate No. 5, Khurshid Lal Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi-110001.

No. TEC/FA/GR/Revision/GPON/2016-17 Dated: 08/03/2017

Subject:  Minutes of DCC meeting of FA Division held on 18.01.2017 in respect of revision of GR on
‘FTTH/FTTB/FTTC  Broadband  Access  Applications  using  Gigabit  Passive  Optical  Network
(GPON) Technology’ (No. TEC/GR/PON-01/03.MMM.YYYY).

The  DCC  meeting  of  FA  Division  held  on  18.01.2017  in  respect  of  revision  of  GR  on
‘FTTH/FTTB/FTTC  Broadband  Access  Applications  using  Gigabit  Passive  Optical  Network  (GPON)
Technology’ (No. TEC/GR/PON-01/03.MMM.YYYY).

2. The following officers participated in the meeting: -

Sr.

No.

Name of the

Participant

(Shri/Mr./Ms.)

Designation Organization Mobile No. Email-ID

1. Bal Kishan DDG(T&A) TEC, New Delhi 9013137001 ddgt.tec@gov.in

2. Ram Krishna DDG (FA) TEC, New Delhi 9868136433 ddgfla.tec@gov.in

3. S.AHMAD DDG(RC) TEC, New Delhi 9868217467 ddgrc.tec@gov.in

4. Naveen Kumar DDG(TWA) TEC, New Delhi 9868139075 ddgm.tec@gov.in

5. V.K.HIRNA DDG(EW) DOT 9868132339 ddg-elect-dot@nic.in

6. S.K.Nain Add GM-I&QA BSNL 9463502022 dgmatchandigarh@g
mail.com

7. RavinderAmbard
ar

Group Leader C-DOT 9810974556 aravi@cdot.in

8. Jaiprakash Group Leader C-DOT 9868449261 gautamjp@cdot.in

9. R.A.Singh Sr.Manager(FTT
H) Planning

MTNL 9013139953 agmftthplg@bol.net.i
n

10. N.K.Goyal Chairman TEMA/

CMAI

9811129879 nkgoyals@yahoo.co
m

11. Abhay

Sethi

Sr Manager Nokia 98993991886 abhay.sethi@nokia.co
m

12. Sudarshan

Tanwar

Manager Tirumalla

Seven Hills Ltd.

9711126456 sudarshan_tanwar@ti
rumalasevenhills.com
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13. PremSethi MD Khushi
Communications

9811055459 prem.sethi@khushico
mms.com

14. Dilip Yadav Manager Khushi
Communications

8800315499 dilip.yadav@khushic
omms.com

15. Narender Arora Sr.App Specialist VIAVI(JDSU) 9810739005 narender.arora@viavi
solutions.com

16. Manisha Kumari Marketing AGM CMAI/TEMA 9999175001 cmaimanisha@gmail.
com

3. At the very outset, DDG (FA) welcomed the participants and introduced himself. All the officers of TEC
and other participant thereafter introduced themselves one by one. During the proceedings of meeting, the
clause wise issues/points emerged, are as follows:

i) General clause:Purchaser guidelines:

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and  MF members’ recommendation that
the Purchaser should specify the exact requirements against the purchaser guidelines before initiating the
procurement process.

ii) General clause:Purchaser requirements:

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation that
all the ‘optional requirements’ may be made ‘purchaser requirements’ in order to facilitate ordering of
equipment having latest features/functions.

iii) General clause: IPv6 requirement: 

DCC comments: DCC members  recommended  that  GPON system should  support  Dual  stack  IP
addresses(IPv4 & IPv6).

iv) General clause: Interoperability:Interoperability of ONT from one manufacturers with OLT from
other manufacturers 

DCC comments: DCC members could not recommend the requirement of interoperability between
OLT and ONT from different manufacturers as no open standard is available.

v)Clause No. 2.1.1: ONU/ONT:
ONU and ONT are the system blocks to provide access to the users. The access node in FTTH

architecture for network termination installed within user premises is  termed as ONT. Whereas the
access nodes in FTTB/FTTC/FTTCab architectures, installed at locations such as Curb/Cabinet/MDU
(or MTU) basement, are termed as ONU. 

In FTTC/Cab architecture, the users generally need to install additional network termination (NT)
device  to  access  the  ONU at  a  typical  distance  of  500m-1000m.  The  possible  choices  of  NT for
households shall be VDSL2. Whereas, in FTTB scenario, the user can access the ONU installed in the
MTU/MDU over Ethernet or VDSL2 interfaces. The VDSL2 card shall be backward compatible with
ADSL2+.
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The  ONU/ONTs  shall  provide  1)  User-interfaces  (UNI) towards  the  customers  and  2)  Uplink
(IFPON) interfaces to uplink local traffic towards an OLT. Adaptation function for specified UNIs shall
also be an integral part of the ONU/ONT blocks.

ONTs are deployed in Fibre To The Home (FTTH) and Fibre To The Business (FTTB) architectures,
where the fibre termination shall take place at the premises. The UNI are integrated in the ONT box to
provide  data,  voice,  RF video  (optional  to  purchaser)  and  WiFi  (in-built  or  through  external  box)
interfaces. 

ONUs are deployed in MDU, cabinet and at curb site. ONU shall provide PON interface towards the
OLT to connect IP backhaul to the additional network termination (NT) and UNI interface towards the
customer of high density living or working areas and as such it may comprise of two separate devices.
Both of them may be provided as an integrated solution or the NT device such as DSLAM (VDSL2)
may be implemented as a separate box in case it is a third party item. 

Note: In the case of ONUs providing separate box solution, the management of different boxes shall be
possible through the EMS of the GPON system.

Service support by ONU and ONT: 

- High speed data/Internet,
- Voice through in-built VoIP gateway in case of ONT and through in-built/external VoIP gateway as

per requirement in the case of ONU for large no. of POTS.  
- RF video,
- E1 through TDM over IP External Gateway,
- IP Video.
- WiFi support as per IEEE 802.11g (in-built/external implementation).

DCC  comments DCC  committee  members  accepted  the  Joint  Sub  DCC  and  MF  members’
recommendation as well as TEC’s remark. Further DCC members suggested to make USB requirement
optional to align with other clauses of GR as well as mention the application /use of USB at ONU/ONT
side. Hence modified in respect of Wi-Fi requirements, G.fast requirements and USB interface shall be
as follows;

-In built WiFi support as per IEEE 802.11g/n/ac *.
*Note: Exact requirement for WiFi support as per IEEE 802.11g/ IEEE 802.11n/ IEEE 802.11 ac will
be specified by the purchaser. However, higher standard shall be backward compatible with lower
version of standard).

-ONU user interface may also have G.Fast (ITU-T rec G.9700 & G.9701) /  G.hn(ITU-T rec G.9960 &
G.9961) interface. (If required by purchaser)

-USB Interface for monitoring*/sharing external devices).
-*Note: The requirement and application of USB shall be specified by purchaser. Application
of USB includes inter-alia monitoring of power back-up of ONT etc)

vi) Clause No.2.1.3, 4.1 and 4.1.1(Part-I): Specifications of optical splitter: GR on optical splitter to
be referred in this GR.

DCC comments: DCC members recommended to delete the requirements on optical splitter from these
clauses and mention the reference of TEC GR on optical splitter: i.e. As per GR No. TEC/GR/Tx/OPT-
001/01/APR-2012(with amendments, if, any).
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vii) Clause No. 2.5: TDM lines and voice transport options:  The layer-2 control protocol between
ONU/ONT and OLT shall be Ethernet over GEM. TDM support shall be provided through TDM over
Packet (TDMoP) option.  TDMoP support shall be relevant to E1 lines.  The OLT shall interface the
core network at various Ethernet interfaces, as detailed later in the GR. Transport of voice services shall
be supported as Voice over Packet between ONT/ONU and OLT.  The voice traffic shall be terminated
at OLT across IP over Ethernet interfaces (with SIP signalling and ITU-T Rec. G.711 framing), thus
creating  a  simple  evolution  path  to  an  all  IP network  with  soft-switches,  as  needed.  An  external
SIP/H.248  ↔  V5.2  gateway  may  be  used  for  interfacing  PSTN  switches  subject  to  purchaser’s
requirements

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the Joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to 
replaceV5.2 by media gateway.Hence modified clause will be: 

Clause 2.5:TDM lines and voice transport options: The layer-2 control protocol between ONU/ONT
and  OLT shall  be  Ethernet  over  GEM. TDM support  shall  be  provided  through TDM over  Packet
(TDMoP) option.  TDMoP support shall be relevant to E1 lines. The OLT shall interface the core
network at various Ethernet interfaces, as detailed later in the GR. Transport of voice services shall
be supported as Voice over Packet between ONT/ONU and OLT.  The voice traffic shall be terminated at
OLT across  IP over  Ethernet  interfaces  (with  SIP signalling  and  ITU-T Rec.  G.711 framing),  thus
creating  a  simple  evolution  path  to  an  all  IP network  with  soft-switches,  as  needed.  An  external
SIP/H.248  ↔  media  gateway  may  be  used  for  interfacing  PSTN  switches  subject  to  purchaser’s
requirements.

 ix) Clause 2.5.1 Bit-rate options 

a. The GPON system shall support a bit rate of 2488.32 Mb/s in the downstream OLT – ONT/ONU and
1244.16 Mb/s in the upstream ONT/ONU – OLT directions.

DCC comments:  Since it is not possible to verify physical data rate, DCC members accepted the
suggestion to test the data rate and then verify the BER. During testing, Measurement of maximum
data throughput available on downstream (2GBPS to 2.5 GBPS) and upstream (1GBPS to 1.2GBPS)
can be verified. Manufacture shall submit undertaking on physical data rate support along with device
datasheets/test results.

x)Clause 3.2.1Type 1: H-ONT for residential broadband service delivery: H-ONT shall provide the
following  residential  broadband  services.  Service  support  shall  be  there  for  voice,  video  & data.
Purchaser shall indicate the exact requirement of each interface.

- POTS
- 10/100BaseT Ethernet  interface  (to  inter-connect  VoIP phones,  STB,  PC etc.,  through  a  home

Ethernet bridge).
- RF video interface over coaxial ‘F’ connector (optional to purchaser’s requirements).
- IEEE 802.11g WiFi interface in the home (in-built/external implementation)

DCC  comments:  DCC  members  accepted  the  joint  Sub  DCC  and  MF  committee  members’
recommendation.  that  RF  Video  Interface  may  be  changed  from  optional  feature  to  purchaser
requirements. Hence modified clause will be:

Type 1: H-ONT for residential broadband service delivery.
H-ONT shall provide the following residential broadband services.  Service support shall be there for
voice, video & data. Purchaser shall indicate the exact requirement of each interface.

- POTS
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- 10/100/1000BaseT Ethernet interface (to inter-connect VoIP phones, STB, PC etc., through a
home Ethernet bridge).

- RF video interface over coaxial ‘F’ connector (If required by purchaser).
- IEEE 802.11g/n/ac WiFi interface in the home (in-built implementation).
- Dying gasp feature.
- USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by purchaser)

xi) Clause Nos.3.2.2 & 3.2.3,3.2.1 to 3.2.4 Annex-I (2.3, 2.6): DCC members recommended to add G.
fast/G.hn requirement in ONU.

-10/100BaseT Ethernet interface (to inter-connect VoIP phones, STB, PC etc., through a home Ethernet
bridge).

DCC comments:  DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation that
Ethernet interface should be 10/100/ 1000 BaseT Ethernet interface (to inter-connect VoIP phones, STB,
PC etc., through a home Ethernet bridge).

x) Clause Nos. 3.2.1 to 3.2.4: Following features to be added in the purchaser requirement which are
optional:

-Dying gasp feature(optional).
- USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (optional)

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation that
the  dying  Gasp  Feature  provided  in  all  type  of  ONT/ONU  should  be  made  part  of  purchaser
requirement. And additional interface of USB may also be added in the purchaser requirement.Hence
following line may be added in clauses 3.2.1 to 3.2.6:
-Dying gasp feature (If required by purchaser).
- USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by purchaser)

xi)New  clause  3.2.5&3.2.6:  The  ONT to  support  Precision  Time  Protocol  (PTP)  as  defined  in  the
IEEE1588v2 for the use of back haul network ToD synchronization. It shall be: “The ONT shall support
Precision Time Protocol (PTP) as defined in the IEEE1588v2 for the use of back haul network ToD
(Time of day) synchronization.” and same is already present in Generic Requirements for FTTx  based
Broadband Access Applications using Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) Technology with Mini-
OLT(GR No.:  TEC/GR/TX/PON-02/01.MAY 2013).Further,  requirement  of New ONTs shall  also be
included under the relevant clauses:

Type 5: Mobile-ONT (M-ONT) for FTTH applications.
- POTS (purchaser shall specify exact number of ports).
- 10/100/1000Ethernet Interface.
- PON ports for Uplink- Two (Meeting Type C Protection)
- USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by  Purchasers)
- The system shall support 1588v2 protocol for synchronisation
- ONT should be IPv6 Compliant.

Type 6: Optical-ONT (O-ONT) for FTTH applications.
- POTS (purchaser shall specify exact number of ports).
- 10/100/1000Ethernet Interface through SFP– Minimum Four Ports. (Optical or Ethernet SFP as

options to be mounted)
- PON ports for Uplink- Two (Meeting Type C Protection)
- USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by Purchasers) 
- ONT should be IPv6 Compliant.
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DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation that
the ONT shall support Precision Time Protocol (PTP) as defined in the IEEE1588v2 for the use of back
haul network ToD (Time of day) synchronization. As same has already been included in the Generic
Requirements for FTTx  based Broadband Access Applications using Gigabit Passive Optical Network
(GPON) Technology with Mini-OLT(GR No.: TEC/GR/TX/PON-02/01.MAY 2013).

Also requirement of two new ONTs shall also be included under the appropriate clause.

Hence clause will be:
3.2.5 Type 5: Cell- Site backhauling (M-ONT) for FTTM applications.

i. POTS (purchaser shall specify exact number of ports).
ii. 10/100/1000Ethernet Interface.

iii. PON ports for Uplink- one.
iv. USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by  Purchasers)
v. The system shall support 1588v2 protocol for synchronisation.

vi. Dying gasp feature (If required by purchaser).

3.2.6 Type 6: Optical-ONT (O-ONT) for FTTH applications.
i. POTS (purchaser shall specify exact number of ports).

ii. 10/100/1000Ethernet Interface through SFP– Minimum Four Ports. (Optical or Ethernet SFP as
options to be mounted)

iii. PON ports for Uplink- one
iv. USB 2.0/3.0 Interface (If required by Purchasers).
v. Dying gasp feature (If required by purchaser).

Note 1 Purchaser shall specify exact number of ports required and also the no. of access to WiFi users.

Note 2 The system shall be designed considering 100Mbps throughput per 10/100BaseX Ethernet UNI
port and 400 Mbps up/down for 10/100/1000BaseX Ethernet UNI port.

Note 3 The PON access shall support Set Top Boxes (STB) in the home network offering different video
channels of IPTV, on different TV sets. 

Note 4:  All types of ONTs/ONUs shall support Dual stack IP addresses (IPv4 & IPv6).
Note 5: Any ONT to be utilised for  meeting Type C Protection shall be provided with two PON ports.

xii) Clause 3.3.1(3) Bandwidth management, congestion control and QoS.

- For ONU, there shall be robust and programmable buffer management, congestion control, and
traffic scheduling at a per-user flow level. This is required to ensure appropriate levels of service on
premium or time-sensitive content. 

- For better quality of service support, the ONT/ONU is required to support 802.1p bridging. This
function maps 802.1p priorities into priority queues in the upstream direction. 

- Different  scheduling  methods  can  be  applied,  e.g.  strict  priority  and  weighted  round-robin.
When p-bits are combined with VLAN ID for indicating QoS classes, the network elements should
have the ability to queue in function of the VLAN ID. 

For ONU, the rate in the downstream and upstream directions at UNI ports shall be controllable through
EMS of the bidder.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
add ITU standard in the clause. However, at the time of testing under the clause, an undertaking may be
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taken  from manufacture  in  the  support  of  compliance  to  ITU recommendations.  Hence  modified
clauseto be:

Bandwidth management, congestion control and QoS. 

- For ONU, there shall  be robust and programmable buffer management, congestion control, and traffic
scheduling at a per-user flow level. This is required to ensure appropriate levels of service on premium or
time-sensitive content. Sufficient buffer capacity shall be as per ITU-T G984.3. 

- For better quality of service support, the ONT/ ONU is required to support 802.1 p bridging. This function
maps 802.1 p priorities into priority queues in the upstream direction. 

- Different scheduling methods can be applied, e.g. strict priority and weighted round-robin. When p-bits are
combined with VLAN ID for indicating QoS classes, the network elements should have the ability to
queue in function of the VLAN ID. 

- For ONU, the rate in the downstream and upstream directions at UNI ports shall be controllable through
EMS of the bidder. 

xiii) Clause :3.3.1(6)Security
- user name and password based authentication,
- optional support of 802.1x authenticator functionality (MAC based) 
- MAC address limitation per-port
- >100 ACL support (based on switch port, MAC address, Ether-type)
- DOS prevention, SSH v1/2 for CLI.
- AES (key-size of 128 bit) support (optional) per port-id with operator disable/enable capability.
Operator disable/enable shall be done in-band PLOAM message (Encrypt Port-Id) and there is only

one  AES  key  per  ONT/ONU.  Also  for  higher  security,  ONT/ONU  must  support  run-time
regeneration of the AES key and encryption using the new key, while carrying the live traffic.  

Note: The above mentioned security capabilities shall be supported by multi-subscriber ONT/ONU.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
review security requirement  in respect of applicability to ONT/ONU. Accordingly, it has been
suggested to modify the clause as follows:

Security
- user name and password based authentication,
- Support of 802.1x authenticator functionality (MAC based) for ONU
- MAC address limitation per-ONT
- >100 ACL support (based on switch port, MAC address, Ether-type) on ONU or OLT.
- DOS prevention, SSH v1/2 for CLI for ONU.
- AES (key-size of 128 bit) support (optional) per port-id with operator disable/enable capability

for ONU/ONT
- Operator disable/enable shall be done in-band PLOAM message (Encrypt Port-Id) and there is

only one AES key per  ONT/ONU. Also for higher  security,  ONT/ONU must  support  run-time
regeneration of the AES key and encryption using the new key, while carrying the live traffic.  

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
delete the word multi-subscriber. Hence modified note will be:
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Note:  The above mentioned security capabilities shall be supported by ONT/ONU.

xiv)Clause 3.3.1(8)ONU shall support DHCP relay agent. ONU shall support DHCP option 82 for DHCP
based broadband access and shall support DHCP based authentication for access

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
delete the word “and shall support DHCP based authentication for access” as There is no such thing as
DHCP based authentication and DHCP is not meant for Authentication.  Hence modified clause as
follows:

ONU shall support DHCP relay agent.  ONU shall support DHCP option 82 for DHCP based broadband
access.

xv) Clause 3.4(c)Features and capabilities.
- The OLT shall have local status monitoring.
- The OLT shall supports LED status indication per OLT port.
- Power: Indicates power on/off status
- Fail: Indicates internal device failure status
- Alarm: Indicate alarm status

DCC comments:  DCC members accepted the joint  Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation
tomodify the clause as follows:

Features and capabilities. 
- The OLT shall have local status monitoring.
- The OLT shall supports LED status indication per OLT port.
- Power: Indicates power on/off status.
- Fail: Indicates internal device failure status
- Alarm: Indicate alarm status.
- OLT shall support the following PON link diagnostics measurement: 
- i. Measurement of received optical power per ONT 
- ii. BER measurement per ONT/ONU (applicable in case of E1 interfaces only).

-
xvi) Clause 3.4 (f): Support for MAC address limiting.
- The operator shall be able to set the maximum number of MAC addresses from an ONT UNI at the
OLT. The number shall be operator programmable. When MAC address limit is reached, subsequent
MAC addresses from that specific ONT UNI will not be learned.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
 re-define MAC address requirement as “The operator shall be able to set the maximum number of
MAC addresses from an ONT UNI through OLT” hence modified clause as follows:

Support for MAC address limiting.
- The operator  shall  be  able  to  set  the  maximum number  of  MAC addresses  from an ONT UNI

through OLT. The number shall be operator programmable. When MAC address limit is reached,
subsequent MAC addresses from that specific ONT UNI will not be learned.
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xvii) Clause: 3.4 (i)Filtering functions at OLT. 
Filtering by destination MAC address and protocol type
Filtering by destination MAC address
Filtering by source MAC address
Filtering of 802.1x packets (optional)        

Support of ONT/ONU Ethernet port authentication.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
redefine last statement that as “support of ONU Ethernet port authentication”. Hence modified clause
to be as follow:

- Filtering functions at OLT. 
- Filtering by destination MAC address and protocol type
- Filtering by destination MAC address
- Filtering by source MAC address
- Filtering of 802.1x packets (optional)        
- Support of ONU Ethernet port authentication.

xviii) Clause: 3.4 (K)Note: Number of Port-Id/Alloc.-Id per ONT/ONU to be supported by GPON
link shall be communicated by purchaser

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
add word ‘GEM’.Hence modified clause to be:

Note: Number  of  GEM  Port-Id/Alloc.-Id  per  ONT/ONU  to  be  supported  by  GPON  link  shall  be
communicated by purchaser.

xix) Clause: 3.4(L) New clause to be added: ONT with Duplicate serial number should not be allowed
in the network.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
That  the ONT with Duplicate  serial  number/  Duplicate  MAC address  should not  be allowed in the
network and it shall be possible to check this from OLT. Hence clause will be:

ONT with Duplicate serial number/ Duplicate MAC address should not be allowed in the network and it
shall be possible to check this from OLT.

xx) 4.1.2Ethernet user interfaces at SNI of OLT: Specifications:The following Ethernet interface
options shall be supported. Actual interface type shall be communicated by purchaser. In the case of
p2p application, the UNI interface of the OLT may be GbE as mentioned below and the purchaser shall
indicate the exact interface requirement.   

1. 1000BaseSX (50μmulti-mode) interface
2. 1000BaseLX (10μ single-mode @1310nm) interface
3. 1000Base ZX (10μ single-mode @ 1550) interfaces.
4.10GBase LAN interface as per IEEE 802.3ae.

The specifications for these interfaces shall comply with TEC GR No.: GR/EMC-01/01.JUN.2006 on
Ethernet  Media  Converter.  The  different  GbE  interfaces  and  10GBaseLAN  interfaces  may  be
implemented through the use of SFP and XFP respectively.
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DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF  members’ recommendation that
The different GbE interfaces and 10GBaseLAN interfaces may be implemented through the use of SFP
and XFP / SFP+ respectively.Hence modified clause to be as follows:

Ethernet user interfaces at SNI of OLT: Specifications 
The  following  Ethernet  interface  options  shall  be  supported.  Actual  interface  type  shall  be
communicated by purchaser. In the case of p2p application, the UNI interface of the OLT may be GbE
as mentioned below and the purchaser shall indicate the exact interface requirement.   

1.1000BaseSX (50μmulti-mode) interface
2.1000BaseLX (10μ single-mode @1310nm) interface
3.1000Base ZX (10μ single-mode @ 1550) interfaces.
4.10GBase LAN interface as per IEEE 802.3ae.

The  specifications  for  these  interfaces  shall  comply  with  TEC  GR  No.:  TEC/GR/TX/EMC-
01/02.SEP.2012 on Ethernet Media Converter. The different GbE interfaces and 10GBaseLAN interfaces
may be implemented through the use of SFP and XFP/SFP+ respectively.

Also recommended to correct the typographical error of UNI by SNI as well as check for nay revision
of GR No.: TEC/GR/TX/EMC-01/02.SEP.2012 Hence clause will be:

Ethernet user interfaces at SNI of OLT: Specifications:  The following Ethernet interface options
shall  be supported.  Actual  interface type  shall  be  communicated by purchaser.  In  the case  of  p2p
application, the SNI interface of the OLT may be GbE as mentioned below and the purchaser shall
indicate the exact interface requirement.     

1.1000BaseSX (50μmulti-mode) interface
2.1000BaseLX (10μ single-mode @1310nm) interface
3.1000Base ZX (10μ single-mode @ 1550) interfaces.

 4. 10GBase LAN interface as per IEEE 802.3ae.

The  specifications  for  these  interfaces  shall  comply  with  TEC  GR  No.:  TEC/GR/TX/EMC-
01/02.SEP.2012 on Ethernet Media Converter. The different GbE interfaces and 10GBaseLAN interfaces
may be implemented through the use of SFP and XFP/SFP+ respectively

xxi) Clause 5.0Configuration schemes: From the viewpoint of administration of the access network,
the protection architecture of GPON is considered to enhance the reliability of the access networks.
However, protection shall be considered as an optional mechanism because its implementation depends
on the realization of economical systems.The following configuration schemes are given as examples
for implementation of various protection mechanisms in GPON network such as unprotected, partially
protected and fully protected. These  protection  schemes shall be optional to purchaser’s requirements.

Type A: The first configuration doubles only the optical fibres, as shown in Figure 5a). In this case, the
ONUs and OLT are singular. 

Type B: The second configuration (Figure 5b) doubles the PON ports and the optical fibres between the
OLTs  and  the  optical  splitter,  and  the  splitter  has  two  input/output  ports  on  the  OLT side.  This
configuration reduces the cost of duplexing the ONUs, although only the OLT side can be recovered. 

Type C: The third configuration (Figure 5c) doubles not only the OLT side facilities but also the ONU
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side. In this configuration, recovery from failure at any point is possible by switching to the standby
facilities. Therefore, the full duplex cost enables a high reliability. 

Type D: If the ONUs are installed in the customer buildings, the in-house wiring may or may not be
duplexed. Additionally, if each ONU is owned by a different user, the reliability requirement depends on
each user  and only a  limited  number  of  ONUs may have the  duplex  configuration.  Based on this
consideration,  the last  configuration (Figure 5d) permits a partial  duplexing on the ONU side.  This
Figure shows an example where there are duplex (ONU#1) and single (ONU#N) ONUs. 

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation that
the Type A and Type D protection techniques  are  not  applicable and these are  also not  in ITU-T
recommendation. Also delete fig 5a and 5d.Hence modified clause as follows:

Configuration schemes:  From the viewpoint of administration of the access network, the protection
architecture  of  GPON  is  considered  to  enhance  the  reliability  of  the  access  networks.  However,
protection shall be considered as an optional mechanism because its implementation depends on the
realization of economical systems.

The following configuration schemes are given as examples for implementation of various protection
mechanisms  in  GPON network  such  as  unprotected,  partially  protected  and fully  protected.  These
protection  schemes shall be optional to purchaser’s requirements.
Type B: The first configuration (Figure 5b) doubles the PON ports and the optical fibres between the
OLTs  and  the  optical  splitter,  and  the  splitter  has  two  input/output  ports  on  the  OLT side.  This
configuration reduces the cost of duplexing the ONUs, although only the OLT side can be recovered. 

Type C: The second configuration (Figure 5c) doubles not only the OLT side facilities but also the
ONU side.  In this configuration,  recovery from failure at  any point is  possible by switching to the
standby facilities. Therefore, the full duplex cost enables a high reliability. 

xxii) 6.0 (2)Switch/Matrix:  There shall be provision for a parallel hot-standby MAC switch fabric at
OLT to take-over traffic during failure of the working card. The switching-over time from working
switch matrix card to standby card shall be completed within 50 ms.

DCC comments: DCC members recommended to retain the original clause as the requirement is as per
ITU recommendations. 

xxiii) Clause7.0Performance requirements: The equipment shall be tested for error performance
as follows.  

In laboratory: In the case E1 service is offered, BER performance over simulated hop shall be tested
better than   1x10-10 for 24 hours over an emulated E1 (TDMoP) in an end-to-end configuration. IETF
RFC 2544 conformance/performance shall be tested for end-to-end Ethernet service.

In field: In the case E1 service is offered, BER performance over simulated hop shall be tested better
than   1x10-10 for 24 hours over an emulated E1 (TDMoP) in an end-to-end configuration. IETF RFC
2544 conformance/performance shall be tested for end-to-end Ethernet service.

DCC comments:DCC memberssuggested to retain the original clause.

xxiv) Clause 11.0 &12.0Minimum equipment required for Type Approval
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Fully loaded pre-wired equipment for specific ‘category/type’ with input and output ports as specified in
this GR shall be offered during the Type Approval testing. EMS and LCT shall also be offered. All test
jigs, test instruments etc., shall be arranged by the manufacturer.

During Lab test,  full configuration will be tested and during field trial test will be conducted with
splitter of maximum configuration. 
Hence modified clause willbe:

Minimum equipment required for Type Approval

Fully loaded pre-wired equipment for specific ‘category/type’ with input and output ports as specified in
this GR shall be offered during the Type Approval testing. EMS and LCTshall also be offered. All test
jigs, test instruments etc., shall be arranged by the manufacturer.

ONT/ONU : 4 nos.
OLT : 1 no.

EMS/LCT : 1 no.

DCC comments: Modified clause will be:

11.0 Minimum equipment required for Type Approval

Fully loaded pre-wired equipment for specific ‘category/type’ with input  and output  ports  as
specified in this GR shall be offered during the Type Approval testing. EMS and LCT (with
minimum  configuration  of  PC/laptop  as  per  GR  on  “Element  Management  System”  No.
TEC/SD/IT/EMT- 001/01/MAR 2016) shall also be offered. All test jigs, test instruments etc.,
shall be arranged by the manufacturer.

ONT/ONU* : 4 nos.

 OLT : 1 no.

EMS : 1 no.

 LCT : 1 no.

*Note: (i) GPON workingwith ONT shall be 
demonstratedduringtechnologytesting/Typeapprovaltesting.

  ii) GPON workingwith ONU shallalso be 
demonstratedduringtechnologytesting/Typeapprovaltesting.

11.1 During Lab test, split ratio of 1:32 and 2:32 with 20Km fibre length to be used. Support of 
splitter with highest split ratio of 1:64, 2:64,1:128, 2:128 to be verified in lab.
12.0 Field Trial Testing:

Duringfield trial, the equipment shall be subjected  to field trial for a minimum period of 4 weeks with
working traffic. The equipment shall be loaded with maximum possible live-traffic & the balance may
be loaded with simulated traffic to assess the performance of the equipment.  The manufacturer/supplier
shall ensure that the equipment meets the field requirements of the purchaser. During field trial, the
testing  shall  be  done  on  full  system  (OLT,  ONU/ONT,  EMC/LCT  along  with  splitter  of  any
configuration upto 1:32 and 2:32) deployed/ to be deployed in field.
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xxv) Clause 4.3Part-IIEnvironmental requirements for various GPON constituents.

OLT shall provide compliance to QM-333 ‘B2’ category.

DCCcomments:DCC members  accepted the  joint  Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendationto
retain the examine clause since the operation of OLT in non- AC environment similar to 8or 16 Port
Mini OLT is not envisioned.
 Hence modified clasue will be:

i. OLT shall provide compliance to QM-333 ‘A’ category.

xxvi) Clause 6.0(d) Part-IIPowering requirements: OLT and related equipment in CO 
Nominal power supply is –48V DC with a variation in the range from -40V to -60V. The equipment
shall operate over this range without any degradation in performance.

- The equipment  shall  be  adequately protected  in  case  of  voltage  variation  beyond the  range as
specified above and also against input reverse polarity.

- The derived DC voltages in the equipment shall have protection against over-voltage, short-circuit
and overload. 

- The power consumption shall be minimal. The actual power rating/ consumption to be furnished by
the manufacturer on the equipment.

- The OLT system shall be provided with at least two power feeds – centralized power supply or
distributed on-board power supply as follows:

i.i) Centralized power supply with 1+1 redundancy, and
i.ii) Distributed on-board power supply  

DCCcomments:DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF  members’ recommendationto
retain the original clause without any modification

xxvii)  New  clause  on  temperature  of  cards:  Requirement  for  monitoring  of  card  level
temperature of OLT.

DCC  comments:  DCC  members  accepted  the  joint  Sub  DCC  and  MF  members’
recommendation: Not to include card level 
monitoring of temperature in OLTis not possible hence it is not envisioned.

xxviii)New Clause: Provision regarding extending low voltage alarms at set voltage (e.g. -42) to EMS.

DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation for provision of
low voltage alarm indication at EMS and also suggested to add overvoltage alarms(-56V) in clause
6.0(a) part-II. 

i) under voltage ( -42V) alarm and over voltage(-56V)  alarm to EMS

xxix)Clause 10.0Part-II: Operating personnel safety requirements
DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation
to update requirement as per new template on safety clause.

: The modified clasue will be:
10.0 Operating personnel safety requirements
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10.1 The equipment  shall  conform to IS 13252 part  1:(2010) “information technology Equipment
Safety  Part  1:  General  Requirements  {equivalent  to  IEC  60950-1  (2005)}  “information
technology  Equipment-Safety”  Part  1:  General  Requirements  and  IS  10437(1986)  “Safety
requirements for radio transmitting equipments” equivalent to IEC 60215.

10.2 The instrument shall conform to the relevant clauses of the document No. IEC 61010-1(2001)
with  corrigendum-1(2002)  and  corrigendum-2  (2003)  -  “Safety Requirements  for  Electrical
Equipment for Measurement, Control and laboratory use".

10.3 If the fiber is broken or an optical connector is opened, the laser shall be automatically shut down
or the optical power to be decreased to a value less than -10 dBm. Optical connectors, if used in
the system, shall be self protective against entry of dust when not occupied by external patch
cord. 

      xxx)Clause 11.0Part-IIGeneral Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Requirements:
DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendationto
specify EMC/EMI requirement  as  per  new template  of  FA division.  update requirement  as  per  new
template.

xxxi)APPENDIX-I  part-1Clause  1.0(3):The  management  menu  selections  should  include  the
following functionality:

- Alarm monitoring
- Customized functions
- Remote view on ONT/ONU
- FTTX management
- IP management
- Alarm management
- Equipment management
- Log management
- Loopback management
- Operational state
- Performance monitoring
- User security

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation
to refine the clause. Hence modified clause as follows:

 "The management menu selections should include the following functionality:
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- Alarm Monitoring
- Customized functions (To be mentioned by the purchaser)
- Remote view on ONT/ONU
- PON Management
- IP Management
- Alarm Management
- Equipment Management
- Log Management
- Loopback Management 
- Operational State
- Profile Management
- Performance Monitoring
- User Security"

xxxii)APPENDIX-I part-1 Clause 1.0(3) EMS

2.3 EMS server specifications 
A ‘Telecom  Grade  Enterprise  Server’ from  a  reputed  national/international  vendor  with  broad

specifications, as below, shall be provided at a minimum:

The  multi-process  EMS design  is  recommended  which  shall  enable  distribution  of  functions  over
multiple processors. In addition, the RMI inter-process communication enables distribution of functions
over multiple servers. Consequently,  increasing system capability can be achieved by upgrading the
existing platform (e.g. adding CPUs) or adding new servers into the cluster. The manufacturer shall
indicate limitations regarding processing requests, notifications, updates, Network-map view refreshing
etc., in the supplied system.

Both Application and Database servers shall have UNIX based operating system. 

The EMS shall be supplied with a Work Station offering Graphical User Interface (GUI) using 17”
colour screen with key board and Mouse etc. The Work Station shall be of latest type of machine with
very high processing speed as available on the date of procurement of equipment.  The Work Station
shall support Ethernet ports as 10BaseT, 100BaseT. The operating system shall be Windows 2000 or XP,
Linux or Unix. The specifications are given in clause 2.7 of Appendix I.

2.4 Application server specifications
The EMS application server shall be multi-processor based with each processor having at least

2 processors, with at least 1.5GHz clock, 8GB RAM, 512KB cache memory, 80GB HDD with CD-
ROM/DVD-ROM, Ethernet LAN interfaces floppy drive, and shall operate in high availability cluster
mode. Exact specifications may be issued by purchaser.

2.5 Database server specifications
- The database  server  shall  be multi-processor  based  each with  4 processors  and expandable  to

minimum 8 processors, RISC based 64 bit system with at least 1.5 GHz clock, 8 GB RAM and one
GB Cache memory. However, the purchaser may choose single server as per network needs. The
system disc shall be 80GB with OS and RDBMS mirroring 20/40 GB DAT drives shall be provided
as  back  up  devices.  The  system shall  support  at  least  6X DVD  for  loading  of  software  and
configuration. The system shall have Hard-disk storage implemented on RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID
0+1 and RAID 5 architecture of Disk Storage which shall be site configurable. The RAID system
shall be hardware based and shall have redundant Fibre based RAID controller. The Hard-Disk
storage shall  provide for no single point of failure. The server will operate in high availability
cluster mode, on load sharing basis. Any alternate specifications may be issued by purchaser.
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- Database hard-disk  memory shall  be sufficient  to  store  all  the  information  as  indicated  in  the
document and any other necessary system for at least one month duration.

- Each  of  the  server  i.e.  EMS server  and  database  server  as  well  as  firewall  server  shall  have
redundancy for control module, disk, power supply and LAN interface.

- Industry standard relational database (RDBMS) for storing all the data related to the network and
the system shall be used.

- The database interface shall be open so that a centralized EMS at a future date is able to retrieve
information from the EMS database using TCP/IP stack and do post processing.  The data base
structure for all the databases used in the system shall be provided. 

- The memory of the Database server shall be sufficient to store the data of 500 full loaded OLTs
and 10000 ONT/ONUs (as per respective type/category of equipment) at a minimum. It shall be
capable of storing performance/fault history of 30 days of the network under its domain. This
shall be ensured during the testing of the equipment.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
redefine the EMS architecture & server hardware specifications and suggested to replace EMS by NMS
in clause 2.5(point 4) i.e.“The database interface shall be open so that a centralized NMS is able to
retrieve  the  information  instead  of  EMS”.  DCC  members  have  recommended  to  examine  the
relevant/suitable TEC GR that can satisfy server hardware requirement and same reference may be
added in the relevant clauses.
Hence modified clause as follows:
2.3 EMS server specifications 

A ‘Telecom Grade  Enterprise  Server’ from a  reputed  national/international  vendor  with  broad
specifications, as below, shall be provided at a minimum:

The multi-process EMS design is recommended which shall enable distribution of functions over
multiple  processors.  In  addition,  the  RMI  inter-process  communication  enables  distribution  of
functions  over  multiple  servers.  Consequently,  increasing  system  capability  can  be  achieved  by
upgrading  the  existing  platform  (e.g.  adding  CPUs)  or  adding  new  servers  into  the  cluster.  The
manufacturer shall indicate limitations regarding processing requests, notifications, updates, Network-
map view refreshing etc., in the supplied system.

Both Application and Database servers shall have UNIX based operating system. 

The EMS shall be supplied with a Work Station offering Graphical User Interface (GUI) using 17”
colour screen with key board and Mouse etc. The Work Station shall be of latest type of machine with
very high processing speed as available on the date of procurement of equipment.  The Work Station
shall  support  Ethernet  ports  as  10BaseT,  100BaseT,  1000BaseT.  The  operating  system  shall  be
Windows 7/8/10, Linux or Unix. The specifications are given in clause 2.7 of Appendix I.

2.4 Application server specifications:  The  EMS  application  server  shall  be  multi-processor  with
minimum 4 processor with each processor having at least  8cores,RISC based 64 bit system  with at
least  1.9GHz clock,  16 GB RAM, 512KB cache memory,  160GB HDD with CD-ROM/DVD-ROM,
Ethernet  LAN  interfaces  floppy  drive,  and  shall  operate  in  high  availability  cluster  mode.  Exact
requirement may be specified by purchaser.
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2.5  Database server specifications:  The database server shall be multi-processor based each  with 4
processors each cores having at least 8 cores, RISC based 64 bit system with at least 1.9 GHz clock, 64
GB RAM and  one  GB Cache  memory.  However,  the  purchaser  may choose  single  server  as  per
network needs. The system disc shall be minimum 500GB with OS and RDBMS mirroring 20/40 GB
DAT drives shall  be provided as back up devices.  The system shall  support  at  least  6X DVD for
loading of software and configuration. The system shall have Hard-disk storage implemented on RAID
0, RAID 1, RAID 0+1 and RAID 5 architecture of Disk Storage which shall be site configurable. The
RAID system shall be hardware based and shall have redundant Fibre based RAID controller. The
Hard-Disk  storage  shall  provide  for  no  single  point  of  failure.  The  server  will  operate  in  high
availability cluster mode, on load sharing basis. Exact requirement may be specified by purchaser.

1.  Database  hard-disk  memory shall  be  sufficient  to  store  all  the  information  as  indicated  in  the
document and any other necessary system for at least one month duration.

2.  Each  of  the  server  i.e.  EMS  server  and  database  server  as  well  as  firewall  server  shall  have
redundancy for control module, disk, power supply and LAN interface.

3. Industry standard relational database (RDBMS) for storing all the data related to the network and the
system shall be used. 

4. The database interface shall be open so that a centralized NMS at a future date is able to retrieve
information  from the  EMS database  using  TCP/IP stack  and  do  post  processing.   The  data  base
structure for all the databases used in the system shall be provided. 

5. The memory of the Database server shall be sufficient to store the data of 500 full loaded OLTs and
10000 ONT/ONUs (as per respective type/category of equipment) at a minimum. It shall be capable of
storing performance/fault history of 30 days of the network under its domain. This shall be ensured
during the testing of the equipment.

xxxii) APPENDIX-I part-1Clause 2.7Specifications for local craft terminal/work station
The LCT desktop configuration as a PC or laptop shall be as given below at a minimum-
- Pentium IV 2 GHz and above
- 17” colour monitor (for PC) and LCD/TFT display (for Laptop)
- 40GB/256 MB RAM
- 48X CD-ROM drive
- 1.44 MB floppy drive
- Ethernet LAN port
- Inbuilt V.90 modem 
- 2 nos. USB ports
- Printer port
- Mouse port
- PS-2 Keyboard port
- Licensed operating software preloaded/recovery CDs.
The Desktop/Laptop shall be supplied with the LCT software installed in it. The PC shall be from a
reputed international/national PC manufacturer.

Note. No QM-333 environmental tests shall be conducted on the EMS server/LCT PC

DCC  comments:  DCC  members  accepted  the  joint  Sub  DCC  and  MF  members’
recommendation. However, Requirement of V.90 modem shall be left to purchaser.  Hence clause will
be:
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Specifications for local craft terminal/work station
The LCT desktop configuration as a PC or laptop shall be as given below at a minimum-

- Pentium IV 2 GHz and above
- 17” colour monitor (for PC) and LCD/TFT display (for Laptop)
- 500GB/4GB RAM
- 48X DVD/CD drive
- 10/100/1000 Ethernet LAN port
- Inbuilt V.90 modem (If required by purchaser)
- 2 nos. USB ports
- Printer port
- Mouse port
- PS-2 Keyboard port
- Licensed operating software preloaded/recovery CDs.
- The  Desktop/Laptop shall be supplied with the LCT software installed in it. The PC shall be

from a reputed international/national PC manufacturer.

Note. No QM-333 environmental tests shall be conducted on the EMS server/LCT PC.

xxxiii) APPENDIX-I part-II
Clause 1.1.4(5) In the data communication network (DCN) for management system, VLAN tags/MPLS
labels may be used for security to information flows from Gateway NEs (GNEs) to DCN Gateways with
IPSec, PKI security options.

     DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation to
delete the word gateway from gateway NEs. Hence modified clause as follows:

Clause 1.1.4(5) In the data communication network (DCN) for management system, VLAN tags/MPLS
labels may be used for security to information flows from  NEs  to DCN Gateways with IPSec, PKI
security options.

xxxiv)Clause 1.3 OLT requirements.
a.1. The OLT shall provide one craft port for local configuration access.
a.2. The OLT shall provide in-band management connection to the EMS through GigE
from the network.
a.3. The  OLT shall  provide  out-band management  connection  to  the  EMS through
100BaseT Ethernet interface.
4. The OLT shall support alarm output and control
 Critical alarm output
 Major alarm output
 Minor alarm output
5.  Line rate, security, and performance requirements
6. The  PON  system  shall  support  2.488Gbps  line-rate  downstream  and  1.244Gbps  line-rate
upstream. 
7. AES (key size of 128 bit) support per port-id with operator disable/enable capability
8. RS(255,239)  FEC  shall  be  supported  with  operator  enable/disable  capability  in  both
upstream and downstream
9. Power leveling during operation
10. Network diagnostic and healthy check:
11. Perform logical loopback test  on specified ONT. This shall  be relevant to an all-frames
loopback on the Ethernet port of the ONT, towards the network.

       DCC  comments:  DCC  members  accepted  the  joint  Sub  DCC  and  MF members’
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recommendation to delete point no.9 power leveling as same has been deleted from ITU reference.
DCC also  suggested  to  add 1000BaseT in  point  3.  The  OLT shall  provide  out-band  management
connection to the EMS through 100/ 1000BaseT Ethernet interface.

       Clause 1.3: OLT requirements.

i. The OLT shall provide one craft port for local configuration access.
ii. The OLT shall  provide in-band management  connection to  the EMS through GigE from the

network.
iii.  The OLT shall provide out-band management connection to the EMS through 100BaseT Ethernet

interface.

4.The OLT shall support alarm output and control
 Critical alarm output
 Major alarm output
 Minor alarm output

5.Line rate, security, and performance requirements

6. The  PON system shall  support  2.488Gbps  line-rate  downstream and  1.244Gbps  line-rate
upstream. 

7. AES (key size of 128 bit) support per port-id with operator disable/enable capability

8. RS(255,239) FEC shall be supported with operator enable/disable capability in both upstream
and downstream

9. Network diagnostic and healthy check:

10. Perform logical  loopback  test  on  specified  ONT.  This  shall  be  relevant  to  an  all-frames
loopback on the Ethernet port of the ONT, towards the network.

xxxv)ITU Recommendations: Joint Sub DCC and MF members recommended that Wherever ITU- T
Rec. 984.1, Rec. 984.2 Rec. 984.3 Rec. 984.4 are referred, these shall along with the Latest amendments
as on date.

DCC comments: DCC members accepted the joint Sub DCC and MF members’ recommendation
to mention ITU recommendation Nos.  along with the Latest amendments as on date such as ITU- T
Rec. 984.1, Rec. 984.2 Rec. 984.3 Rec. 984.4 are referred, these shall along with the Latest amendments
as on date.

4.  It was also agreed by DCC that the Annexure-1/Appendix and Amendments will be merged with the
main GR and format of GR shall be as per latest template/instructions issued by TEC. 

5.0In the end of meeting, DDG (FA) thanked to all the participants for sparing their precious time and
for giving valuable suggestions. The participants also thanked TEC for listening to them and considering
their suggestions.

6. These are the final minutes of the DCC meeting held on 18.01.2017 incorporating the comments
received from the stakeholder on the Draft DCC minutes issued and deliberation made upon.

- sd -
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(Ram Krishna)

DDG (FA)

To, 

      All DCC members andparticipants ofDCC meeting.
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